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KTM bikes have amazing popularity in the world. It is one of the most renowned popular automobile
companies in the world. This company has launched many bikes in India, and the latest bikes are
KTM duke 350 and KTM Duke 690 in the year 2013. Though the launch date is not yet confirmed,
but expected year is 2013. ktm duke 350 price is quite high, but bike lovers are much fascinated
towards for this bike. The bike is supposed to be built by Bajaj in India and the design will be
exclusively for Indian riders. Due to its Indian design, it is quite awaited bike among Indians. 

Specifications and Appearance of ktm Duke Bikes:

The features of this bike have stunned the bike lovers. The capacity of the fuel tank is about 7.5
liters, and efficiency is about 25kmpl. The engine has 350 cc of displacement with 4 strokes, which
will be really very powerful and efficient. This powerful engine of the sports bike offers maximum
power of 30 Bhp, and maximum torque. The bike can be started with both self-start and kick start
system. It is actually a racing bike, so you will get a good performance on the road. ktm duke 350
price in india is expected to be more than lakh, which is really very high. Though it is very much
costly than other bikes, but still bike lovers are eagerly waiting for the bike.

Safety measures of the ktm Duke Bikes:    

The bike has a great deal of safety measures, which will help you to ride it in a safe manner. It is
aided with disc brakes and also with the heavy duty suspension. It has been made shockproof with
telescopic upside down forks in the front suspension andmonoshock in the rear suspension. It
provides very fast speed with the help of 6 gearboxes in the bike. Since its features are quite similar
to its previous version, ktm duke 350 price in india is also expected to be close to it.

The design of the bike is aerodynamic, and it offers a charismatic effect for the riders. The
wheelbase of 1370 mm provides a very handsome look to the vehicle. Both the front and rear tyre
with dimension of 110/70 R 17 mm and 150/60 R mm respectively offer a great deal of safety to the
riders. The tyres also provide a good grip on the road, which reduces the risks of accidents on the
road. It is in rumors that the latest model 350 will be manufactured locally, and 690 will be
manufactured with CKD route. Since both of these models different from each other, ktm duke 350
price will also be different. Whatever may be the cost of these bikes, there is a hyped craze among
the customers to a great extent.
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